Ingenico’s new generation iCT250 terminal combines its outstanding color display, the power to process 500 million instructions per second, the latest PCI PED 2.0 security, and the revenue opportunities of countless value added services in one unique product. A contactless EMV payment option supports card and mobile phone Near Field Communications (NFC) payment. The base unit contains Ethernet and fast dial modem support. Add an optional communications module (GPRS/Wi-Fi/Bluetooth) and you have a configuration tailored to your operational needs. In common with the latest generation of Ingenico terminals, the flexible, open platform at the heart of the iCT250 ensures compatibility with the entire Ingenico solutions range, with any time, anywhere payment delivered through a complete range of wired and wireless connectivity options.
The new Ingenico iCT250 terminal is EMV Level 1, Level 2 and PCI PED 2.0 certified, delivering security-as-standard and peace of mind for both the consumer and the merchant. Its 32-bit RISC crypto-processor provides a uniquely scalable and high-performance platform to support a host of new generation or reinforced security applications, with no impact on transaction speed or reliability.

Performance

Utilising ARM9 and ARM7 microprocessor technology, the iCT250 countertop terminal combines innovation and performance – assuring a faster, more convenient and more reliable transaction every time.

Design/Ergonomics

With compact design and ergonomic styling, Ingenico’s iCT250 offers a huge range of functionality. Clear backlit graphic displays and color screen allows easy reading and promotion of the merchant’s brand, while the intuitively backlit designed keypad, with large keys, delivers ease of use for both merchant and consumer.

Communication

Equipped with an unparalleled array of communication technologies, such as fast modem, Ethernet, GPRS or USB, Ingenico’s iCT250 delivers any time, anywhere connectivity. A contactless EMV payment option supports card payment.

Software Development

Ingenico delivers incremental revenue today and future proofs the terminal investments of tomorrow. The iCT250 provides the rapid development environment on which to build a compelling portfolio of targeted, new generation services.

Field Services

To reduce total cost of ownership and enable merchants and banks to maximize their terminals investments, Ingenico provides a comprehensive range of terminal and software update and management services… both remotely and in the field.

www.ingenico.com